
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 11/05/07

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom 
ine is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in this day and age. l
 
NASS: The National Agriculture Statistics Service released its percent 
estimates for harvest progress at 3 pm central time today with the 
following results; 
         Last Year      Last Week   Five Yr Ave   Estimate  11/04/7 Results 
Corn        81             73            80         83-85        86 
Soybeans    90             84            90         88-90        92 
 
Observation: based on the results of NASS, harvest progress is better than estimated 
and its five year average and would be viewed as negative to its respective futures. 
Expect at the most 2, long shot 3 more harvest progress reports for NASS to release. 
Expect the market to begin transitioning away from production minded to demand 
minded. The trade is likely to become less concerned about 3-5 day weather forecast 
for the greater Midwest but will keep an eye on needed precip in the Texas and 
Oklahoma regions to assist winter wheat germination. Winter wheat crop conditions did 
drop 2% in the good to excellent category vs the week prior. At 53% good to excellent 

the winter wheat crop ratings are 
below the previous years 59%. As 
long as wheat condition ratings 
remain above 50% good to excellent 
we do not suspect the wheat trade 
to become concerned enough to 
rally 2008 July wheat futures. The 
trade will most likely continue to 
monitor South America weather 
forecast which at this point are 
mostly beneficial to planting and 
early crop growth. One last item 
on weather, continue to monitor 
the temps for the major Midwest, 
the longer it stays warmer than 
average, basis for barged corn and 
soybeans are expected to stay 
firm. Once the upper then mid 
Mississippi River close, basis 

strength could shift to the IL, OH, MO and lower Mississippi Rivers. 
 
Weekly Export Inspections: pre release estimates for the weekly export 
inspections and actual results released Monday 10:00 am central time; 
         Pre release Est      Amt Needed        Last       Results 10/29/07 
         in mil of bushels   to Keep Pace       Week      Wk Ended 10/25/07 
Corn         38-42           45.26 mil bu        44          56.7 mil bu 
Soybeans     25-31           18.15 mil bu        32          22.1 mil bu  
Wheat        25-37           18.39 mil bu        31          29.4 mil bu 
 
Observation: cumulative export inspections are 71% above year earlier levels for 
wheat, 2% higher for corn, and soybeans 23% behind year earlier levels vs 20% behind 
just a week earlier. 
 
Corn Fundamentals: an active harvest, weekend reports of heavy cash sales above 
forward contracts and yet basis improved vs the most recent 48 hour levels suggest 
insufficient supply at the Gulf to meet demand is supportive to corn futures. Of the 
top five importers of US corn, only Taiwan has less corn purchased compared to year 
earlier levels. Taiwan's purchases are 37% lower than one year earlier but #1 
importer Japan is up 19%, #2 Mexico is up 35%, South Korea is up 105% and Egypt up 
12%. When combined the top five importers are running 22% above yr earlier levels. 
 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx


Brazil: Word out of Brazil is the country is anticipating a smaller winter corn crop 
because of delayed soybean plantings. You might be asking of what importance is the 
Brazil "corn" crop? It is gaining momentum as a export competitor. For years world 
demand has steered towards the US first (50-60 million tonnes, then a distant second 
has been Argentina (12-16 MMT) and China last (2-6 MMT), without Brazil even 
mentioned. Brazil has been encouraged by world demand to become more of a force and 
expected to export 8-10 MMT in the 2007/08 marketing year. If problems persist for 
planting its winter corn crop, we view this as supportive to the US corn futures and 
cash markets. 
 
Friday Nov 9th Crop Production: what are the odds of an additional reduction in the 
November 9th USDA crop production report? The answer based on history dating back to 
1990 is overwhelming. In each year, USDA reduced the corn yield from the September to 
October crop production report since 1990, USDA has followed the reduction with yet 
another reduction in the November crop report. Since 1990, USDA reduced the bushel 
per acre yield 5 times from the September to October report. Each of the five years, 
USDA further reduced yield from the October to November report. The most significant 
yield reduction has been 7.2 bushels per acre in 1993 (the year of the great Midwest 
flood with the smallest yield reduction of 1.3 bu/acre in 1990. The most recent yield 
reduction was 2.3 bu per acre in 2006. The ave yield reduction for the five years is 
3.1 bu per acre. If we toss out the 1993 flood year, the average of the four years is 
2.1 bushels per acre. The ten year ave adjustment in harvested acres from Oct to Nov 
has been zero. Thus if we shave 2.1 bu per acre off of the Oct yield estimate of 
154.7 bu per acre on 86.07 million harvested acres, production for 2007 could drop to 
13.134 billion bu or by 180.7 million bushels from its present estimate of 13.318 
billion bu. 
 
Exports: USDA's 2007/08 export target is 2.35 billion bushels, 10% greater than 
2006/07. The 2.35 billion is the largest dating back to 1996 and only the third time 
exceeding 2 billion bushels. With 84% of the marketing year remaining, 47% of the 
target has been met vs a five year ave of 33%. Weekly sales of 25 million compare to 
the five week ave of 58.6 
million and ten week ave of 49.8 
million bushels. Cumulative 
sales of 1.095 billion bushels 
thus far in the marketing year 
are 41% greater than year 
earlier levels and 66% above the 
five yr ave. Shipments of 355 
mil bu thus far in the marketing 
year are 1 million more than 
year earlier levels and 39% 
above the five year ave. 
 
Basis: over the most recent 18 
years, for the 44th week (week 
of Nov 5th) of the calendar 
year, the average Gulf basis has 
been 32 cents over Dec futures. 
The max for basis has been 59 
over with the minimum at 14 
over. The present basis level is 59 cents over. Basis on average has had a tendency 
to work sideways from early Nov to the first week of Dec. 
 
Ethanol: after reaching a recent low of 1.53 (10/01/07) per gallon vs the Dec 
futures, the technical trend has been up. Chart based resistance begins to build at 
1.80 with heavy consolidation at 1.87. Monday's close 1.78. Energy Information 
Administration: has released its month of August, 2006/07 marketing year data. The 
data suggest for the 2006/07 marketing year, total corn use for ethanol production 
reached 2.084 billion bushels vs USDA's present estimate of 2.115 billion bushels and 
will require the USDA to reduce corn for ethanol in 2006/07 by 31 million bushels.  
 
 



The month of August had record production of 13.5 million barrels but for the first 
time dating back to the beginning of ethanol stock data record keeping found double 
digit stocks of 10.3 million barrels. One year earlier for the month of August stocks 
were 9.2 million barrels and 9.7 million in July 2007. USDA and the Department of 
Energy had agreed upon a 2006/07 target of 141 million barrels of ethanol to be 
produced for a total of 5.9 billion gallons. 2006/07 actual production came in at 5.8 
billion gallons even though DOE long range plans had a 6.1 billion gallon goal to 
blend with motor gasoline.  
 
Marketing: Cost of carry from Dec hedges to March is 3.5 cents per bushel per month, 
or the need for a carry of 10.5 cents. The futures market is offering 17 cents. 
Allendale did roll its Dec corn hedges, covered with bull call spreads to the March 
futures on 9/27/07. See complete marketing advice within our Hedge Advice page. 
 
2008 Corn Production: Allendale has 10% of anticipated 2008 corn production hedged at 
a level of 4220. The Dec 2008 corn futures life of contract high is 4344, with a 
recent Oct low of 3864. Allendale has resting orders to hedge an additional 10% at a 
futures price level of 4360. The recent trade range has been 3900 low to 4270 high. 
4270 high on 9/27/07 and again 10/31/07, viewed as double top resistance. We will be 
methodical in hedging for the balance of the 2007 calendar year and extremely 
cautious entering 2008 spring plantings if in fact corn acres are replaced with bean 
and wheat acres. 
 
Allendale Estimates: Allendale has released its crop production and ending stock 
estimates and are found at the bottom half of Monday's Midsession comments page. 
Allendale has reduced its corn yield from an October estimate of 157.4 bu per acre to 
a new level of 153.9 bpa. Allendale has decreased its production estimate from 13.445 
bil bu to a November estimate of 13.246 billion bushels. However with a reduction in 
corn used for ethanol and feed use, ending stocks are increased to a level of 1.999 
billion bushels vs its previous estimate of 1.971 billion bu vs 2006/07 ending stocks 
of 1.349 billion bushels. 
 
Trade Position: fundamentally we remain bullish to corn even with record production 
as demand remains strong globally and record low levels of world end stocks to use. 
We have entered long March corn futures on Thursday of last week and have written new 
orders to be long the Dec futures. 
 
Soybean Fundamentals: weather is viewed as conducive to South America planting and 
early crop growth. Export sales and inspections are weaker than average. If it were 
not for a bull rally in crude oil supportive to soybean oil, futures could likely be 
a great deal weaker. Deliveries against the November futures continue to be very 
small and finds strong stoppers which is supportive to futures. 
 
Soybean Special Report: the trade suggest the soybean oil is easily persuaded by the 
trade activity in crude oil. If this is true we need to try to identify, to what 
degree. Ultimately if crude oil jumps by $1 or $5 what is the price relationship to 
soybeans? Soybeans market holds its potential in the hands of world crude oil trade. 
We identified the correlation between soybeans and soybean oil, and crude oil to 
heating oil  trade activity has a high degree of correlation of at least 85%. The 
correlation between crude oil and soybean oil is better than 50% but not as high as 
crude to heating oil or as high as soybeans to soybean oil. The exact correlation 
between crude oil and soybean oil is 63% and drops to 57% crude oil to soybeans. In 
clear terms if crude oil finishes on a positive note. 63% of the time soybean oil 
will finish higher. 
 
     Crude Oil and Soybean Oil: as explained there is a 63% correlation between crude 
oil and soybean oil. Allendale's research suggest if crude oil drops a dollar the net 
effect is a 51 point drop in soybean oil. If crude oil drops $2/barrel then the net 
effect on soybean oil futures is a 102 point drop and a $5 drop in crude is 
equivalent to a 256 point drop in soybean oil. Crude oil closed at $93.49/barrel and 
soybean oil futures closed at 42.07 cents per pound. If crude oil were to drop 
$5/barrel on Friday, there is a 63% chance soybean oil futures will follow the same 
direction and could close at 39.51 cents per pound. 



 
     Crude Oil and Soybeans: there is a 57% correlation between crude oils direction 
and soybeans. Allendale's economic research suggest if crude oil closes by $1 in one 
day, soybeans correct nearly 16 cents lower, if the crude oil correction is $5 per 
barrel then there is a 79.62 cent per bushel correction. It is extremely important to 
understand the correlation is less divergent between soybean oil and crude vs that of 
crude and soybeans. 
 
     Conclusion: we understand there is an attachment between crude oil and soybean 
oil. It may be important to make sure when discussing you old or new crop soybean 
marketing plan, you and your Allendale Representative are also aware of the technical 
make of crude oil, support, resistance, Moving Averages, oversold or overbought. 
Crude oil has the odds to be the precursor to the success or failure of your 
soybeans. 
 
Cash Soybean Oil: our sources suggest the brake even price to manufacture biodiesel 
from soybean oil carries a cash price of 38.5 to 39 cents per pound. As crude oil 
trends higher and pulls soybean oil 
higher, the effect may be crude oil 
could have a suppressing effect on 
the actual use of soybean oil to 
convert to biodiesel. The most recent 
cash price for soybean oil in the 
greater Midwest is 40.1 cents per 
pound. 
 
Basis: over the most recent 18 years, 
for the 44th week (week of Nov 5th) 
of the calendar year, the average 
Gulf basis has been 31 cents over Jan 
futures. The max for basis has been 
57 over with the minimum at 15 over. 
The present basis level is 37 cents 
over. Basis on average has had a 
tendency to work sideways from early 
Nov to the first week of Dec. 
 
Exports: USDA's export target is 975 million bushels. With 84% of the marketing year 
remaining, 47% of the target has been met vs a five year ave of 44%. Weekly sales of 
27.2 million compare to the five week ave of 23.3 million and ten week ave of 17.7 
million bushels. Cumulative sales of 461 million bushels thus far in the marketing 
year are 5% less than year earlier levels of 487 million bushels and are 12% less 
than the five yr ave. 
 
Soybean Marketing:  Since 2000 there has been a tendency for the peak cash price 
received on a national level to occur in Nov-Dec time frame. The average cash carry 
is 15 cents from Oct to Dec. Your on farm storage cost is approximately 17.7 cents 
per bushel. At 17.6 cents carrying cost the Nov-Jan spread is presently less than the 
cost to store at 15.4 cents. Allendale does not anticipate this spread to widen and 
on Oct 11th, rolled Nov futures to Jan at 17.6 cents. If you did not roll your hedged 
bushels, the market suggest to sell to the cash market. 
 
USDA From October to November: over the most recent ten years, USDA on average has 
reduced the October soybean yield by .2 bushels per acre. Odds over the past ten 
years has yields declining 40% of the time by an ave of .3 bu per acre and 60% odds 
increasing by an ave of .5 bu per acre. Allendale has released its crop production 
and ending stock estimates and are found at the bottom half of Monday's Midsession 
comments page. Allendale has reduced its bean yield from an October estimate of 42 bu 
per acre to a new level of 41.6 bpa. Allendale has decreased its production estimate 
from 2.658 bil bu to a November estimate of 2.613 billion bushels. Ending stocks are 
increased to a level of 233 million bushels vs its previous October estimate of 216 
million bu vs 2006/07 ending stocks of 573 million bushels. 
 



Trade Position: We remain fundamentally bullish soybeans as a result of tight 
domestic stocks, steady demand (could use some improvement in the exports) and the 
extreme drop in world end stocks to use for 2007/08. We are long soybean meal and 
have orders to enter soybean oil and soybean longs. 
 
Technicals: Old and New crop corn and soybeans and new crop wheat. For the short term 
trader, Allendale uses its own unique custom Moving Averages to monitor price 
momentum, define key support and resistance levels as well as advise where key pivot 
points are located when bulls may turn bearish and bears to turn bulls. We also 
include last weeks closing price for the weekly chartist as we draw closer to the end 
of the week to anticipate the possibility for futures to have a positive weekly close 
or if weakness is ensuing. A detailed technical look at the grains and livestock are 
available within our Allendale Advanced Charts. 
 
Corn Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Dec          3752        3740             3700        3740       3770 
Mar          3924        3900             3870        3860       3944 
Bean Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Jan         10210       10100            10070        8680      10166 
Mar         10360       10240            10220        8770      10310 
Wheat Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Dec   CBOT   7850        7870             8010        6310       7784 
Dec   KCBT   8122        8140             8250        6270       8062 
Dec   MGEX   8284        8200             8280        6310       8134 
 
Observation: With the long term trend line taken out on Dec CBOT SRWW, traders are 
expected to be more aware of emerging technicals. The # one and two MA for corn and 
beans are just under Monday's close and need to hold to keep from free falling as 
wheat has done. Positive technical development as both March and Dec corn close above 
the key pivot points. The two consecutive days close above the levels on Friday and 
Monday could confirm traders have turned bullish, possibly setting the harvest lows 
in the rearview mirror. 
 
Jan 18-19: our 18th annual conference in Crystal Lake, IL. Call 800 551 
4626 for a special 50% off offer. 
 
MGEX Agricultural Index Trading Strategies: with Jim McCormick To learn more about 
trading strategies with the five MGEX financially settled agricultural indexes, 
simply click the link above and view the 29-minute DTN-MGEX sponsored webinar with 
Jim McCormick, commodity broker at Allendale Inc. 
www.mgex.com
 
Wheat Fundamentals: the trade is becoming as aware of the dryness in the southwest 
southern Plains nearly as much as the good harvest conditions in Argentina. Argentina 
has just begun its harvest and expected to be complete by Jan of 2008. India is 
expected to launch an official tender for nearly 1 million tonnes of wheat. Because 
of quality standards, the USA is not expected to provide any of the business but its 
refreshing to see demand pick back up on the recent break in prices and removing 
supply from thinly stocked world stores. Australia rains are expected to keep its 
crop production from sliding further in the east with the west still suffering from 
drought. Australia and Canada continue to struggle with its single desk monopolies as 
farmers remain disgruntled with what they view as high administrative cost. 
 
Basis: over the most recent 18 years, for the 44th week (week of Nov 5th) of the 
calendar year, the average Gulf basis has been 34 cents over Dec futures. The max for 
wheat basis has been 72 over with the minimum at 14 over. The present basis level is 
50 cents over. Wheat basis on average has had a tendency to slowly work higher from 
early Nov to the first week of Dec. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.mgex.com/


Exports: USDA's export target is 1.15 billion bushels. Dating back to 1999/00, this 
marketing yr exports are projected the second highest with 2003/04 at 1.158 billion 
bu. With 57% of the marketing year remaining, 85% of the target has been met vs a 
five year ave of 60%. Weekly sales of 6.6 million compare to the five week ave of 
31.3 million and ten week ave of 41.5 million bushels. Cumulative sales of 977 
million bushels thus far in the marketing year are 119% greater than year earlier 
levels of 445 million bushels and 99% above the five yr ave. 
 
2007 Cash Marketing: Allendale sold 50% of its 2007 wheat inventory on 9/18/07 based 
on historicals. The second opportunity is next April-May. See our Hedge Advice page 
for instructions. The Dec/Mar CBOT wheat spread is 21 cents premium the March. Your 
cost to store wheat per month is 5.8 cents per bu. The present futures spread is near 
break even and warrants the need to roll Dec Hedges to March 2008 futures. On Monday 
10/22/07 we rolled the remaining 50% of our 2007 wheat hedged in the Dec 2007 futures 
to the March 2008 futures. 
 
New Crop 2008 Marketing: the July 2008 life of contract high is 6970 achieved Monday 
Oct 22. The recent low is 6480. Allendale is 35% hedged of anticipated new crop wheat 
production at a level of 6150. Allendale has resting orders to hedge an additional 
10% at a level of 7220. Complete details may be found within our Hedge Advice page. 
 
Allendale: has released its ending stock estimates and are found at the bottom half 
of Monday's Midsession comments page. Ending stocks are decreased to a level of 257 
million bushels vs its previous October estimate of 333 million bu vs 2006/07 ending 
stocks of 457 million bushels. Allendale reduced imports by 15 mil bu, but increased 
its food, seed and industrial use to arrive at the small projected end stocks 
estimate. 
 
Trade Position: the fundamental facts are world supplies are challenged by aggressive 
demand. However the technical picture took a beating on late last week. We have 
written new orders to sell KCBT and MGEX Dec wheat purely from a technical stand 
point..........Joe Victor 
 
 
Lean Hogs: Don't tell anyone but we now have two days in a row of higher wholesale 
pork prices. It was 12 business days ago that was last seen. We are not bringing out 
the bullish band here but this is good news. Keep in mind markets rarely go from 
straight bearish to straight bullish. Typically a transition period of sideways 

prices is seen tucked in there. Are 
we finally suggesting hog prices 
have declined enough to start 
representing value? So far we cannot 
say supplies are dropping  
dramatically. Yes the largest 
slaughter was posted four weeks ago. 
However last week's kill was too 
much lower. In the big picture we 
remain adamant that yes a bottom 
could happen at anytime. It could be 
tomorrow or it could be on December 
20. No one can pick a bottom right 
now. We are getting good news to 
filter in but cannot call a bottom 
yet. Our biggest concern remains 
with the 2008 contracts which are 
still overpriced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Live Cattle: Last week's 671,000 head kill may not be seen again until April. As 
everyone knows market ready cattle 
numbers peak in the summer and are the 
lowest around February. It is no 
surprise cash cattle prices are the 
lowest in the summer and highest in the 
spring. This year the slaughter peaked 
at 713,000 head in the summer. Last 
week it was down to 671,000 head. By 
December the numbers should be posting 
something around 640,000 head per week. 
By spring they will be down to 625,000 
head or so. No matter how you slice it, 
even with no change in demand (the 
export situation) we should see some 
appreciation in live cattle prices. 
This past Friday feedlots saw some 
power return to their hands as cash cattle traded steady at $93. Let's make this 
clear that was a clear victory. From the packer standpoint they saw choice boxed beef 
drop $4.17 and select down 40 cents. That is a big deal. Their negative margin got 
even worse. In normal years packers would let a negative margin go a few weeks, then 
they would threaten to reduce the kill to fix the wholesale beef to fed cattle price 
spread. The new player on the block JBS (which bought Swift) has absolutely no 
problem running this beef packing industry to the ground. No one we have talked to 
expects them or anyone else to blink first in this race to secure fed cattle. Believe 
it or not but cash cattle are trading at a clear premium to where they should be 
compared with wholesale beef prices...and it is not going to change anytime soon. 
With that in mind we traded cash cattle at $93 on Friday. With today's higher CME 
trade the December contract is suggesting cash cattle will be $95 at the end of 
December. The February contract is suggesting they will be $100 at the end of 
February. If/when we get trade back with South Korea then these prices are still too 
low. On a fundamental basis at the minimum we are neutral to futures. Realistically 
we remain bullish to live cattle prices. On the chart side we had noted the bearish 
pattern which projected down to $89.87 on the December. We flat out did not believe 
that will happen. However for speculative traders we noted some short side action 
might have been the trade for the short term. This market is finally getting back to 
fundamentals which are supportive...Rich Nelson 
 
www.allendale-inc.com
 
 
As always, if you have questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or 
send an e mail to research@allendale-inc.com 
 
 
The thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are 
subject to change without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual 
trading.  Simulated trading programs are subject to the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits 
or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of 
any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts 
expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale Inc. c2007 
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